
 

Autentico Vintage™  

 

Chalk paint: for painting furniture based on old recipes. Only natural 

ingredients are used. Sticks to almost any surface without the need to prime 

(*). For depth of colour apply at least two thin coats (some colours might need 

more coats). Great for decorative painting and to create an aged look. Easy to 

sand between coats to create the shabby chic look. Crackles when exposed to 

a heat source during drying (like a hair dryer). Make water repellent by 

finishing with wax or sealant.  

Colour range: Our paint collection contains over 140 colours, from pure white 

to warm sand, from the blues to the greens, from Italian to earth tones. All 

colours are hand picked and have been developed to match all colour schemes 

imaginable. Our colours have been optimised for on screen viewing but we 

advise to visit your dealer to see the colours live or to buy a tester pot. 

Drying rate: normally touch dry in 30 minutes and recoatable in 2 hours.  

Coverage: up to 13 square metres per litre depending on surface profile and 

porosity.  

Packaging: 100 ml tester pots, 1 L and 2.5 L  

Application: Turn the paint pot upside down and leave it for a couple of 

minutes. Open the pot and stir well before use. Surface must be dry and clean. 

Use the paint as it is or add some water to create a more washed effect. If you 

want the paint to become thicker, leave the lid off for a couple of hours. The 

paint in the pot looks darker than when it has dried. This is absolutely normal. 

Apply with a brush, roller or airless. For painting furniture the use of a wide 

brush is recommended. Just follow general painting rules. For tips and tricks 

see the product sheet on our website. To create a more patchy surface use 

Autentico Venice lime paint instead. For painting walls and in areas exposed to 

traffic (like kitchen cupboards) we recommend using Autentico Velvet.  

Clean tools with water.  

Environment: complies with European Commission VOC Directive 

2004/42/CE. VOC-low.  

EN71-3 compliant, meaning safe to use on childrens furniture and other 

juvenile products. 

(*)General painting rules apply. No extensive sanding needed but make sure 

the surface is always degreased. 


